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The Wavelength-shifting Optical Module (WOM) is a novel photosensor concept developed as part of the upcoming Upgrade for the IceCube Neutrino Observatory. It uses the technique of wavelength shifting and total internal reflection to increase the photon light yield in the UV-regime of the Cherenkov spectrum. The decoupling of the effective area from the size of light sensors enhances the signal-to-noise-ratio. Twelve WOM modules will be deployed in the IceCube Upgrade to increase the photon detection efficiency and thus enhance future low-energy analyses. The general concept can also be applied at the future IceCube-Gen2 detector, where passive light collecting extensions to the optical sensor modules locally increase the light collection efficiency. This technique would benefit the detection of supernova neutrinos or other particles with low light emissions. We report on new results in characterizing and optimizing the WOM concept, the production status of the modules to be deployed in 2025/26 as well as possible applications of the concept for IceCube-Gen2.
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1. The IceCube Neutrino Observatory

The IceCube Neutrino Observatory [1] is a large scale neutrino detector instrumenting 1 km$^3$ of Antarctic ice as the detection medium. It uses 10” Photo-Multiplier Tubes (PMTs) located inside 5160 deployed Digital-Optical Modules (DOMs) to detect the Cherenkov light produced by secondary particles from neutrino interactions with the ice. The 17 m vertical and 125 m horizontal spacing of the modules allows for the reconstruction of high-energy neutrino events in the energy range of $\mathcal{O}$(TeV)-$\mathcal{O}$(PeV). While IceCube does not have the dense instrumentation required to reconstruct individual low-energetic $\mathcal{O}$(10 MeV) neutrinos from core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe), a CCSN is instead observed as an increase of the detector noise level [2]. The IceCube detector has model-independent sensitivity within the Milky Way and has some model-dependent sensitivity reaching out to the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds.

The main goal of the upcoming IceCube Upgrade [3], which will be deployed in 2025/26, is the enhancement of the detection of low-energy neutrinos and the improvement of low-energy analyses in IceCube. Using 5 m vertical and 20 m horizontal spacing as well as new multi PMT optical modules like mDOMs [4] and D-Eggs [5] IceCube’s capabilities in the GeV energy range will be significantly enhanced. The calibration devices included in Upgrade modules will allow measurement of the ice properties, which is the leading systematic uncertainty in the directional reconstruction for high energy neutrinos. Further, there will be novel photo sensor concepts deployed in small numbers such as the Wavelength-Shifting-Optical Module (WOM).

The envisaged IceCube-Gen2 detector [6] will comprise in the order of 10,000 new in-ice modules increasing the detector volume by a factor of 8 resulting in a 5 times higher sensitivity for high-energy neutrinos.

2. WOM Hardware Design

Current IceCube modules are are limited to the visible region of the Cherenkov spectrum because of the pressure vessels used, while the intensity peaks in the UV-regime following an approximate $1/\lambda^2$ dependency [7]. In addition, the sensitivity to low-energy neutrino signals of the optical modules is constrained by the sensor noise rate which is mainly driven by the size of the photo cathode. The WOM increases the UV-sensitivity by the application of UV-sensitive paint and furthermore allows to decouple the photosensitive area of the module from the PMT photo cathode. Due to these characteristics, sensors based on wavelength-shifting technologies are well suited for the detection of low signal-to-noise ratio events such as the detection of low-energy CCSNe neutrinos. The general WOM concept is visualized in Figure 1. A transparent quartz tube is coated with wavelength-shifting (WLS) paint on the outside, absorbing and shifting UV-photons with almost 100% efficiency. The re-emitted photons are then captured inside the tube by total internal reflection with an efficiency of 41% in ice and propagate to one of the two 5” ET9390B PMTs [8] located on the top and bottom end of the cylinder. To withstand the pressure of being frozen in ice the WOM-Tube is located inside a quartz pressure vessel (length: 1200 mm, outer diameter: 173 mm, wall thickness: 14 mm). The space between WLS-tube and pressure vessel is filled with perfluoropolyether (PFPE) chosen based on its refractive index, chemical inertness and good optical transparency. The WOM concept and its hardware design was already discussed in
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Figure 1: Working principle of the WOM. UV photons are absorbed, shifted and re-emitted by the wavelength-shifting paint on the outside of the tube. Photons re-emitted below the angle of total internal reflection propagate to the PMTs at both ends of the tube.

detail in [9]. Here we report on new hardware studies regarding the WLS-paint and coating process (see section 2.1) as well as analysis of the timing of the propagated photons inside the tube (see section 2.2). Furthermore, we discuss the advantages for WOM application in the IceCube Upgrade presenting the first Upgrade WOM Prototype (see section 3). Finally, we describe the potential of this technology for IceCube-Gen2 (see section 4) and its application in supernova detection and for other experiments besides IceCube (see section 5).

2.1 WLS-Paint and Coating

The WLS-effect of our paint arises from the two dissolved wavelength-shifters Bis-MSB and p-Terphenyl. Assuming a paint layer thickness of at least $25 \mu m$ we observe a flat absorption spectrum between 250 and 400 nm with almost 100% efficiency and an emission spectrum between 400 and 600 nm. From the studies on the WLS-paint and coating in [9] we know that the resulting paint layer thickness $d_0$ can be affected by the coating speed $U_0$. A prediction can be made by the Landau-Levich model:

$$d_0 = 0.8 \cdot \sqrt{\frac{U_0 \cdot \eta}{\rho \cdot g}}.$$  (1)

This model can be verified for our case by coating quartz slides with different coating speeds and measuring the paint layer thickness by the mass difference before and after coating. The results (see Figure 2) show that we can fit our layer thicknesses and coating speeds to the Landau-Levich model and are therefore able to achieve a certain layer thickness by setting up the coating speed.

In relation to the thickness and concentration of Bis-MSB in the paint layer, the spectrum was also examined for self-absorption. For this purpose, the spectrum of a coated rod was examined as a function of the distance travelled by the light in the rod (see Figure 3). It can be seen that the spectrum has a cut off below 400 nm. In addition, a redistribution to higher wavelengths occurs with increasing distance. These effects depend on the concentration of Bis-MSB and result in wavelength-dependent absorption as well as a reduction in the effective capture rate when parts of
Figure 2: WLS coated slides fit to the Landau-Levich model. The real $d_0$ was determined by weighing the slide before and after coating. Further, one can check for a homogeneous paint layer with illumination measurement or a profilometer. The measured thickness had to be corrected due to drops dripping down from the slide during the drying process. (Taken from [10])

the spectrum are cut off.

Therefore, the thickness of the coating has to be weighed against the capture rate and light propagation properties.

2.2 Timing and Attenuation

Contrary to the DOMs and other IceCube Upgrade modules the main contribution for the timing delay of the WOM comes not from the PMTs, but the propagation of the photons inside the tube. Therefore, studying the timing is necessary to infer fundamental detector properties needed for a proper analysis as well as to determine important loss factors of our module like the attenuation inside the tube.

The setup for the timing measurement is shown in Figure 4. The distribution of the arrival times of the photons from this measurement includes

Figure 3: Distance-dependent emission spectrum of a coated borosilicate rod. For the measurement, a borosilicate rod was coated with the wavelength-shifting paint and illuminated with a UV lamp. The spectrum was measured at one end of the tube depending on the distance of the illumination point to the observed end. The reference was measured with a coated cuvette in a fluorospectrometer.

Figure 4: Setup for the timing measurement using a coated PMMA tube. A pico-second pulser [11] is used as the light source. The tube is coupled to the PMT using optical gel. Due to the open end on the right side of the tube half of the photons take a much longer way through the tube, because of the reflection at the open end. This results in a smaller second peak in the timing distribution.
We fit our measured timing data to our model, which results from a convolution of the four described contributions, with the absorption $\lambda_{ab}$ and scattering length $\lambda_{sc}$ as free parameters. We can also see the sensitivity of the curve on $\lambda_{ab}$ and $\lambda_{sc}$ by comparing the fitted distribution with distributions of other absorption and scattering lengths.

several different contributions.

The photon propagation inside the tube was modeled by a ray-tracing simulation with adjustable tube geometry and absorption and scattering lengths [12]. The absorption and scattering lengths will be then used as free parameters to fit our timing measurements to a model containing all contributions explained here. Combining these two fitting parameters, the attenuation length of the coated tube can be determined.

The timing distribution of the WLS-paint layer was measured and fitted to follow an exponential distribution $P(t) \sim e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}}$ with $\tau \approx 1.6$ ns [9].

The PMT transit time spread was measured beforehand to be $\sigma \approx 1.5$ ns by illuminating the PMT vertically with the light source. Further, having a relatively flat angular distribution at the exit of the tube one expects an additional widening in the measured timing distribution. This effect is considered by convoluting the previous effect with a Gaussian, where $\sigma$ is a nuisance parameter in our fit.

Fitting the simulation to the measured timing distribution (see Figure 5) we observe a good data agreement concluding one can describe the observed WOM timing by the four effects mentioned above. Further, we can see the the second timing peak at around 98 ns from the open end reflection mentioned above which can be clearly separated from the first peak. The position and height of this second peak depends on the distance and attenuation length which increases our fit sensitivity to the attenuation length as seen by comparing the three curves from Figure 5.

To determine the attenuation of the coated tube we sum up all likelihoods from the fits at different distances and perform a combined fit and creating a $\chi^2$- sensitivity map giving us an error-contour for the resulting $\lambda_{ab}, \lambda_{sc}$ combination. The same can be also done for the efficiency.
measurements of the tube, resulting in two combined error contours we can overlap to constrain the error on the attenuation length (see Figure 6). The attenuation length for the coated tube from both combined fits therefore is

\[ \lambda_{\text{att}} = 2.65^{+0.38}_{-0.36} \text{ m.} \]  

(2)

This value is also compatible with \( \lambda_{\text{att}} = 3 \text{ m} \) from the efficiency fit to an analytical model done in [9].

From the timing measurements it is now possible to characterize the timing spread of the WOM considering significant systematics. Also, we can disentangle the absorption and scattering and determine the attenuation length of the coated tubes.

3. Application for the IceCube Upgrade

3.1 Dark Noise Rate

One big advantage of the WOM mentioned above is the low noise rate which results from the low noise quartz glass and a considerably small PMT area. The quartz glass gives us a contribution of \( \sim 60 \text{ Hz} \) [9] to the overall noise rate of the module which is negligible compared to the dark noise rate of the two 5" ET9390B PMTs [8] used for the WOM. The PMT dark noise rate was measured at a gain of \( 10^7 \) while temperature cycling down to \( -30 \degree \text{C} \). The temperature dependent noise rate can be seen in Figure 7. The measurements result in an average noise rate of 800 Hz per PMT at temperatures expected at the depths where IceCube has instrumented sensors giving the WOM an overall noise rate of \( \sim 1600 \text{ Hz} \). This is almost ten times lower than the mDOM noise rate of \( \sim 15 \text{ kHz} \) (consisting of 24 PMTs with noise rates of \( 400 - 700 \text{ Hz} \)) [13]. The WOM has an effective area of \( \sim 20 \text{ cm}^2 \) in a wavelength range of \( 250 - 400 \text{ nm} \) [9] while it is \( \sim 100 \text{ cm}^2 \) at \( 300 - 600 \text{ nm} \) for the mDOM [13]. Considering the small spacing between modules and the low event distance for low-energy events its UV-sensitivity makes the WOM a favorable module for this scenario.

3.2 Upgrade WOM Prototype

The WOM design for the IceCube Upgrade has advanced to the production of the first optomechanical prototype. Multiple WLS coated tubes have been produced. We characterize the tube by determining the attenuation length of light travelling inside the tube \( \lambda_{\text{att}} \) and a distance-independent loss factor at interfaces \( N \) (see Figure 9), the efficiency as a function of the wavelength (see Figure 8) and the homogeneity of the WLS-paint layer as a function of the \( z \) coordinate and the symmetry angle \( \phi \) around the tube (see Figure 10).
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Figure 8: Normalized efficiency as a function of the wavelength for different $z$ positions on the Tube. The quantum efficiency, averaged over the wavelength range $\bar{QE}$ is shown for each distance.

Figure 9: Attenuation length $\lambda_{att}$ and constant loss factor $N$ extracted from fitting to the distance dependent one sided efficiency $\epsilon_{one}(z)$. A detailed explanation of the fit function is given in [9].

We report an attenuation length in the light collector of ~ 5 m, a normalization constant of $N = 0.8$, an average quantum efficiency of 64% and a homogeneity over the tube’s surface of ±7%.

4. Wavelength-shifting for IceCube Gen2

For IceCube-Gen2 new sensor designs based on wavelength-shifting technology are envisaged. One design features a WLS-coated tube similar to the WOM, but without pressure vessel, photosensors and electronics. These would be coupled to an IceCube-Gen2 segmented sensor [6] for read-out of the collected photons. This device would effectively work as a photon collector trapping photons and guiding them towards existing photosensors planned for IceCube-Gen2. This design offers an economic extension to increase the effective volume of the IceCube-Gen2 detector to low-energetic CCSNe neutrinos.

The use of wavelength-shifting technology is particularly beneficial for detailed studies of the supernova light curve of nearby objects which contain information on the underlying hydrodynamics and other fundamental processes that drive CCSNe. One such features is the Standing Accretion Shock Instability (SASI), which is thought to arise from the sloshing of the material in and out of the neutrino emission region within the supernova. The SASI would result in periodic variations of the CCSNe light curve [14]. IceCube already has sensitivity to these features up to the centre of the Milky Way for the most optimistic models. The use of wavelength shifters has the potential to
extend the observation horizon further out and for less optimistic scenarios to enhance the supernova light curve.

5. Other Applications

The first working prototype of the WOM-concept was deployed at a depth of 2549 m in the Canadian sea for the STRAW-b experiment [15]. While featuring the same wavelength-shifting concept as the IceCube Upgrade WOM it differed in the proportions and components used [16]. The STRAW-b WOM was able to operate stably and provided data of the local bio-luminescence.

Another modified version of the WOM will be used in the envisioned SHiP-experiment [17]. The WOMs are deployed in a liquid scintillator to implement a veto-mechanism in the search for very weakly interacting long-lived particles.

6. Conclusion

The WOM is an UV-sensitive low noise module with advantages to the IceCube Upgrade. The studies on the WLS-paint allow for a precise modeling of the coating process and the maximum allowed paint thickness. An analysis on the light propagation inside the WOM tube shows disentanglement between the absorption and scattering in the tube and gives us a consistent result of $\lambda_{\text{att}} \approx 3$ m for the attenuation length. The UV-sensitivity and low noise rate of the WOM results in possible applications in low-energy analysis while an alternative design of a WLS-module would have high potential in supernovae detection for Gen2.
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